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What is CENNS? 
•  Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus Scattering 

•  To probe a “large” nucleus 

•  Recoil energy small 

•  Differential energy spectrum 
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Fundamental But Unobserved 
•  Low energy threshold is 

difficult 
•  Cross section actually 

dominates at low energy! 
•  Dark matter development is 

crucial 
•  Cross section goes as N 2  

•  Maximum recoil energy 
goes as M -1 

•  Rate vs. threshold 
optimization problem 

 And the cross-section is large!  
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Physics Cases for CENNS 
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•  Never been observed! 

•  SM tests: measure sin2θW 

•  Form factors 

•  Supernova physics 

•  Non-standard Interactions 

•  Irreducible dark matter 
background 
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found by NNPDF). In this case the NuTeV strange quark momentum
fraction becomes 〈xs−A 〉 = 0.00007 [8], with a moderate increase in
the χ2 compared to the best value of Mason et al. Since relatively
little is known about the s-quark distributions we ignore nuclear
effects and therefore assume 〈xs−A 〉 ≡ 〈xs−〉 throughout this discus-
sion.

Clearly the correction to the PW ratio from the strange quark
asymmetry has a significant uncertainty. On the theoretical
grounds explained earlier, we prefer the NuTeV analysis based
on a zero-crossing at x ≈ 0.15, which means that 〈xs−〉 is essen-
tially zero. For the uncertainty we choose the difference between
this and the NuTeV determination noted above with the zero-
crossing at x = 0.004, this gives 〈xs−〉 = 0.0 ± 0.0020 at 16 GeV2.
This is a conservative choice for the error since it is substan-
tially larger than the original uncertainty quoted by NuTeV and
covers all of the central values of the analyses mentioned above.
Including the effect of the NuTeV functional leads to our preferred
value for the strange quark correction to the NuTeV sin2 θW result,
namely

#Rs = 0.0± 0.0018. (10)

The s-quark corrections to the NuTeV result obtained from the
other analyses discussion here are summarized in column three of
Table 1.

5. Conclusion

The errors associated with the three corrections given in
Eqs. (5), (9) and (10) are systematic and to a very good approxima-
tion independent errors. We therefore combine them in quadrature
with the original systematic error quoted by NuTeV. The statistical
error is, of course, unchanged from the NuTeV analysis.

Because of the uncertainty over the strangeness asymmetry, in
the last column of Table 1 we show the effect on sin2 θW for
each of the recent analyses [8,9,30–32] as well as our own pre-
ferred value given in Eq. (10). Every one of the six results lies
within one standard deviation of the Standard Model value for
sin2 θW . As a best estimate of the corrected value we take the av-
erage of these six values. For the systematic error we note that
(apart from NNPDF which is unrealistically large) they are all
very similar. Because of the correlations between them, the final
quoted systematic error is a simple average of all the entries in
the last column of Table 1 except NNPDF. This yields the revised
value for sin2 θW , including all of the corrections discussed here,
namely:

sin2 θW = 0.2221± 0.0013(stat) ± 0.0020(syst), (11)

which is in excellent agreement with the Standard Model expec-
tation of sin2 θW = 0.2227 ± 0.0004 [1,15]. Correction terms of
higher order than Eq. (4) and also O(αs) corrections were also
investigated and found to be negligible.

This updated value for the NuTeV determination of sin2 θW is
also shown in Fig. 1, now in the MS-scheme and labelled as ν-DIS,
along with the results of a number of other completed experiments
and the anticipated errors of several future experiments, which are
shown at the appropriate momentum scale Q .

In this Letter we have summarized various estimates of the size
of both partonic CSV effects and a possible strange quark momen-
tum asymmetry. For valence quark CSV we have relied on well
founded theoretical arguments to constrain the magnitude of CSV
effects arising from quark mass differences. We have also used the-
oretical guidance on the zero crossing in s−(x), as well as the most
recent analyses of the experimental data to constrain the strange
quark momentum asymmetry. When re-evaluated, the NuTeV point

Fig. 1. The curve represents the running of sin2 θW in the MS renormalization
scheme [35]. The Z -pole point represents the combined results of six LEP and
SLC experiments [36]. The CDF [37] and D0 [38] Collaboration results (at the Z -
pole) and the SLAC E158 [39] result, are labelled accordingly. The atomic parity
violating (APV) result [40] has been shifted from Q 2 → 0 for clarity. The inner
error bars represent the statistical uncertainty and the outer error bars the to-
tal uncertainty. At the Z -pole, conversion to the MS scheme was achieved via
sin2 θeff

W = 0.00029 + sin2 θMS
W [36]. For the results away from the Z -pole, the dis-

crepancy with the Standard Model curve reflects the disagreement with the Stan-
dard Model in the renormalization scheme used in the experimental analysis.

is within one standard deviation of the Standard Model prediction
for all analyses of this asymmetry. As the experimental information
on the strange quark asymmetry or charge symmetry violation im-
proves it is a simple matter to update the current analysis.

As a final point, we return to the fact that the NuTeV ex-
periment actually measured Rν and R ν̄ , not RPW. We might ask
how the corrections that we have applied affect the individual
values for these two ratios. For the quantity Rν NuTeV mea-
sured 0.3916 ± 0.0013, compared with 0.3950 in the Standard
Model, while for R ν̄ they obtained 0.4050±0.0027, compared with
0.4066. The corrections to the Standard Model ratios arising from
the isovector EMC effect and CSV are both included through the
non-zero value of 〈xAu−

A − xAd
−
A 〉:

δRν = 2(3g2Lu + g2Ru)〈xAu−
A − xAd

−
A 〉

〈3xAuA + 3xAdA + xAūA + xAd̄A + 6xAsA〉
, (12)

δR ν̄ = −2(g2Ld + 3g2Rd)〈xAu−
A − xAd

−
A 〉

〈xAuA + xAdA + 3xAūA + 3xAd̄A + 6xA s̄A〉
, (13)

where

gLu = 1
2

− 2
3
sin2 θW , gRu = −2

3
sin2 θW , (14)

gLd = −1
2

+ 1
3
sin2 θW , gRd = 1

3
sin2 θW . (15)

It is clear from our earlier discussion that 〈xAu−
A − xAd

−
A 〉 is

negative and allowing for the NuTeV functional we find δRν =
−0.0017 ± 0.0008 and δR ν̄ = +0.0016 ± 0.0008. (Note that the
errors quoted also include our estimated error on 〈xs−〉.) Sub-
tracting δRν from the NuTeV result yields a value 0.3933 ±
0.0015, which is in good agreement with the Standard Model
value, namely 0.3950. The corresponding ν̄ correction yields
R ν̄ = 0.4034 ± 0.0028, which is just over one standard devia-
tion from the Standard Model value, namely 0.4066 – again, in
quite good agreement. After including our corrections from nu-
clear effects, partonic CSV and strange quarks, the total χ2 for
Rν and R ν̄ compared with the Standard Model values moves
from 7.19 to 2.58. This represents a very significant improve-
ment.
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sin2θW vs. Q with possible CENNS 
•  Never been observed! 

•  SM tests: measure sin2θW 

•  Form factors 

•  Supernova physics 

•  Non-standard Interactions 

•  Irreducible dark matter 
background 
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found by NNPDF). In this case the NuTeV strange quark momentum
fraction becomes 〈xs−A 〉 = 0.00007 [8], with a moderate increase in
the χ2 compared to the best value of Mason et al. Since relatively
little is known about the s-quark distributions we ignore nuclear
effects and therefore assume 〈xs−A 〉 ≡ 〈xs−〉 throughout this discus-
sion.

Clearly the correction to the PW ratio from the strange quark
asymmetry has a significant uncertainty. On the theoretical
grounds explained earlier, we prefer the NuTeV analysis based
on a zero-crossing at x ≈ 0.15, which means that 〈xs−〉 is essen-
tially zero. For the uncertainty we choose the difference between
this and the NuTeV determination noted above with the zero-
crossing at x = 0.004, this gives 〈xs−〉 = 0.0 ± 0.0020 at 16 GeV2.
This is a conservative choice for the error since it is substan-
tially larger than the original uncertainty quoted by NuTeV and
covers all of the central values of the analyses mentioned above.
Including the effect of the NuTeV functional leads to our preferred
value for the strange quark correction to the NuTeV sin2 θW result,
namely

#Rs = 0.0± 0.0018. (10)

The s-quark corrections to the NuTeV result obtained from the
other analyses discussion here are summarized in column three of
Table 1.

5. Conclusion

The errors associated with the three corrections given in
Eqs. (5), (9) and (10) are systematic and to a very good approxima-
tion independent errors. We therefore combine them in quadrature
with the original systematic error quoted by NuTeV. The statistical
error is, of course, unchanged from the NuTeV analysis.

Because of the uncertainty over the strangeness asymmetry, in
the last column of Table 1 we show the effect on sin2 θW for
each of the recent analyses [8,9,30–32] as well as our own pre-
ferred value given in Eq. (10). Every one of the six results lies
within one standard deviation of the Standard Model value for
sin2 θW . As a best estimate of the corrected value we take the av-
erage of these six values. For the systematic error we note that
(apart from NNPDF which is unrealistically large) they are all
very similar. Because of the correlations between them, the final
quoted systematic error is a simple average of all the entries in
the last column of Table 1 except NNPDF. This yields the revised
value for sin2 θW , including all of the corrections discussed here,
namely:

sin2 θW = 0.2221± 0.0013(stat) ± 0.0020(syst), (11)

which is in excellent agreement with the Standard Model expec-
tation of sin2 θW = 0.2227 ± 0.0004 [1,15]. Correction terms of
higher order than Eq. (4) and also O(αs) corrections were also
investigated and found to be negligible.

This updated value for the NuTeV determination of sin2 θW is
also shown in Fig. 1, now in the MS-scheme and labelled as ν-DIS,
along with the results of a number of other completed experiments
and the anticipated errors of several future experiments, which are
shown at the appropriate momentum scale Q .

In this Letter we have summarized various estimates of the size
of both partonic CSV effects and a possible strange quark momen-
tum asymmetry. For valence quark CSV we have relied on well
founded theoretical arguments to constrain the magnitude of CSV
effects arising from quark mass differences. We have also used the-
oretical guidance on the zero crossing in s−(x), as well as the most
recent analyses of the experimental data to constrain the strange
quark momentum asymmetry. When re-evaluated, the NuTeV point

Fig. 1. The curve represents the running of sin2 θW in the MS renormalization
scheme [35]. The Z -pole point represents the combined results of six LEP and
SLC experiments [36]. The CDF [37] and D0 [38] Collaboration results (at the Z -
pole) and the SLAC E158 [39] result, are labelled accordingly. The atomic parity
violating (APV) result [40] has been shifted from Q 2 → 0 for clarity. The inner
error bars represent the statistical uncertainty and the outer error bars the to-
tal uncertainty. At the Z -pole, conversion to the MS scheme was achieved via
sin2 θeff

W = 0.00029 + sin2 θMS
W [36]. For the results away from the Z -pole, the dis-

crepancy with the Standard Model curve reflects the disagreement with the Stan-
dard Model in the renormalization scheme used in the experimental analysis.

is within one standard deviation of the Standard Model prediction
for all analyses of this asymmetry. As the experimental information
on the strange quark asymmetry or charge symmetry violation im-
proves it is a simple matter to update the current analysis.

As a final point, we return to the fact that the NuTeV ex-
periment actually measured Rν and R ν̄ , not RPW. We might ask
how the corrections that we have applied affect the individual
values for these two ratios. For the quantity Rν NuTeV mea-
sured 0.3916 ± 0.0013, compared with 0.3950 in the Standard
Model, while for R ν̄ they obtained 0.4050±0.0027, compared with
0.4066. The corrections to the Standard Model ratios arising from
the isovector EMC effect and CSV are both included through the
non-zero value of 〈xAu−

A − xAd
−
A 〉:

δRν = 2(3g2Lu + g2Ru)〈xAu−
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negative and allowing for the NuTeV functional we find δRν =
−0.0017 ± 0.0008 and δR ν̄ = +0.0016 ± 0.0008. (Note that the
errors quoted also include our estimated error on 〈xs−〉.) Sub-
tracting δRν from the NuTeV result yields a value 0.3933 ±
0.0015, which is in good agreement with the Standard Model
value, namely 0.3950. The corresponding ν̄ correction yields
R ν̄ = 0.4034 ± 0.0028, which is just over one standard devia-
tion from the Standard Model value, namely 0.4066 – again, in
quite good agreement. After including our corrections from nu-
clear effects, partonic CSV and strange quarks, the total χ2 for
Rν and R ν̄ compared with the Standard Model values moves
from 7.19 to 2.58. This represents a very significant improve-
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Monte-Carlo simulations

We use a simple Monte Carlo simulation to give an
idea of how accurately the nuclear moments can be de-
termined. We assume that a detector, filled with ei-
ther 40Ar, natural germanium, or natural xenon, expe-
riences a flux from the decay of pions at rest of 3 × 107

neutrinos/cm2/sec in each flavor for one year. The neu-
trino production rate at the Spallation Neutron Source at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory [14], DAEδALUS [32, 33]
and the European Spallation Source [34] ranges from
1×1015 neutrinos/sec to 3.5×1015 neutrinos/sec of each
flavor. A flux of 3 × 107 neutrinos/cm2/sec corresponds
to detectors placed approximately 16 m from the source
at SNS, 18 m from the source at DAEδALUS, and 30 m
from the source at ESS.
We perform a Monte Carlo simulation that includes

statistical error and uncertainty on the beam normaliza-
tion. Another significant source of systematic error is the
uncertainty in the detection efficiency. We discuss this
in Sec. III B, and for the purposes of the Monte Carlo
assume 100% detection efficiency. We also assume that
leptons and photons produced by charge-current and in-
elastic neutral-current scattering can be detected and the
corresponding events efficiently rejected as background.
We calculate a recoil curve assuming that the true nu-

clear density distributions are given by the Skyrme model
SkM∗. We place the events into bins based on energy, and
then add Gaussian-distributed statistical noise to each
bin. We then take the general form factor from Eq. 14
and use χ2 minimization to find the optimal values of
〈R2

n〉, 〈R4
n〉, or the effective moments, and the beam nor-

malization. In the case of xenon, we use the same proce-
dure to find the optimal value of 〈R6

n〉. Typical values of
χ2 range from 0.5 to 10.
We do separate sets of runs, some assuming that the

normalization of the flux is determined by other means,
and some allowing for an uncertainty of ±10% in the nor-
malization. Because background is anticipated to be sub-
stantial at high and low energies, we exclude the highest
and lowest bins from the χ2 minimization. The energy
ranges included are 5-120 keV for 40Ar, 5-70 keV for Ge,
and 5-40 keV for Xe. All energy bins are 10 keV wide
except for the lowest, which is 5 keV wide. Finally, we
assign confidence levels to closed areas on an 〈R2

n〉 vs.
〈R4

n〉 plot by running the Monte Carlo many times and
dividing the number of times the minimum-χ2 result falls
in that area by the total number of runs.
With this setup, we vary the size of the detector un-

til the 〈R2
n〉1/2 or 〈R2

n〉
1/2
eff inside the 91% confidence re-

gion vary by only about ±5% from the best values. For
that level of precision, 3.5 tonnes of argon are necessary,
1.5 tonnes of germanium, and 300 kg of xenon. The re-
quired detector mass decreases with atomic size because
the event rate increases roughly as N2.
The sizes of current and proposed cryogenic detectors

can give an idea of the feasibility of this measurement.
In the case of argon, the existing ICARUS T600 de-
tector contains 500 tons of LAr [35], suggesting that a
detector big enough to for measure the form factor is
feasible. For germanium, existing dark-matter detectors
such as CDMS II [36] consist of a few kg of germanium.
The TEXONO-CDEX program is currently using a 1 kg
high-purity germanium detector for neutrino physics and
dark matter searches [37]. The MAJORANA [38] and
GERDA [39] double-beta decay experiments will soon
deploy about 40 kg of germanium enriched in 76Ge. One
proposed experiment, GEODM [17, 36], would be made
up of 300 ∼5 kg Ge crystals, making a total mass of ∼
1.5 tonnes. Existing xenon detectors, such as XENON100
[40] and LUX [41], are made up of on the order of a few
hundred kg of xenon, approximately the amount required
for a form factor measurement. A proposed experiment,
the LUX-ZEPLIN project, will use 1.5 tonnes of Xe [41].
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FIG. 3. Confidence regions in the 〈R2
n〉

1/2– 〈R4
n〉

1/4 plane
for an argon detector of mass 3.5 tonnes. The curves enclose
confidence regions of 40%, 91%, and 97%. The colored verti-
cal band shows the experimental result reported for the RMS
radius, obtained from argon-carbon scattering, in Ref. [42],
and the black crosses are the predictions of some commonly
used Skyrme functionals, including the functional SkM∗ that
we use to generate the “data.” Numerical results are sum-
marized in tables III and IV. Top panel: the neutrino flux is
allowed to vary by ±10 %. Bottom panel: the flux is assumed
to be known exactly.

The results of the analysis appear in Figs. 3, 4, and
5. The closed curves correspond to 40% confidence, 91%
confidence, and 97% confidence. As mentioned above,
we considered two cases: one in which the normaliza-
tion of the flux is allowed to vary (by ±10%), and a
second in which the normalization is kept constant. The
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affect neutrino-nucleus coherent scattering, but the neu-
tron distribution has much more leverage. In this paper
we suggest the use of a Taylor expansion to write the
nuclear-neutron form factor in terms of moments of the
neutron density distribution. Using this expansion and a
simple Monte Carlo simulation, we show that neutrino-
nucleus coherent scattering can probe not only neutron
radii, but also the higher-order moments of neutron dis-
tributions. We use the examples of argon [14], germa-
nium [17] and xenon targets to show the expected ranges
of sensitivity.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we

introduce the model used to estimate neutrino-nucleus
scattering count rates, including in our discussion the
Taylor expansion of the neutron form factor and the cal-
culation of the moments of the neutron distribution in
nuclear DFT. In section III, we present and discuss the
results of the Monte-Carlo simulations.

II. COHERENT SCATTERING AND THE
FORM FACTOR

We present in this section the details of the model, in-
cluding the kinematics of neutrino-nucleus coherent scat-
tering, the dependence of the neutron form factor on
the moments of the neutron distributions, and the DFT-
based calculations of the moments.

A. Kinematics

To calculate the cross section for neutrino-nucleus co-
herent elastic scattering, we sum the contributions of
each nucleon to the amplitude, which we then square
and sum over available phase space. The resulting cross
section, for spherical nuclei (neglecting small corrections
from various sources) is [18]

dσ

dT
(E, T ) =

G2
F

2π
M

[

2−
2T

E
+

(

T

E

)2

−
MT

E2

]

×
Q2

W

4
F 2(Q2) , (1)

where E is the energy of the incoming neutrino, T is the
nuclear recoil energy, M is the mass of the nucleus, GF

is the Fermi constant, and QW = N − (1 − 4 sin2 θW )Z
is the weak charge of the nucleus (sin2 θW ≈ 0.231).
The cross section also contains the form factor F 2(Q2),
which is a function of the momentum transfer (Q2 =
2E2TM/(E2 − ET )). One of the neglected corrections
is from higher multipoles in odd-A nuclei, which include
the effects of deformation as well as nonzero spin. The
higher multipoles add terms to Eq. (1) only at order Q4,
and even those changes are much smaller than O(1/A)
for the nuclei considered here.

The form factor corrects for scattering that is not com-
pletely coherent at higher energies. It encodes informa-
tion about the nuclear densities through a Fourier trans-
form, which in spherical nuclei takes the approximate
form [13]

F (Q2) =
1

QW

∫

[

ρn(r) − (1− 4 sin2 θW )ρp(r)
]

×
sin (Qr)

Qr
r2dr , (2)

where ρn,p(r) are the neutron and proton densities. We
have neglected effects due to the finite size of the nucle-
ons, which alter the relation between the point-neutron
density and the cross section by modifying the form fac-
tor at high Q. These effects could easily be included and
would barely change the results of our sensitivity analysis
below.
The separation of the neutron and proton terms in Eq.

(2) makes it possible to write the form factor as

F (Q2) =
1

QW

[

Fn(Q
2)− (1 − 4 sin2 θW )Fp(Q

2)
]

. (3)

Since the coefficient of the proton form factor is small,
the scattering depends mainly on the neutrons, making
neutrino-nucleus coherent scattering well suited to mea-
suring the neutron distribution.
There are two primary types of neutrino sources to con-

sider: neutrinos generated from fission processes in nu-
clear reactors, and neutrinos from the decay of stopped
pions. Reactor neutrinos have lower energy, resulting
in correspondingly low nuclear-recoil energies. Because
background can obscure low-energy recoil, we consider
neutrinos produced from the decay of stopped pions.
Stopped pions are produced in large quantities at both
spallation sources and accelerator sources. An example
of a spallation source is the Spallation Neutron Source
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which hits a mercury
target with a beam of protons. Pions are produced, with
negative pions captured in the target and positive pions
coming to rest and decaying. The pions decay through
π+ → νµ + µ+. The muon neutrinos are monoenergetic
with an energy of 29.9 MeV. The muons then come to
rest and further decay via µ+ → e++νe+νµ. The prob-
ability that neutrinos νe or antineutrino νµ are emitted
in the range (E,E + dE) read

fνe =
96

m4
µ

(mµE
2
νe − 2E3

νe)dEνe ,

fνµ
=

16

m4
µ
(3mµE

2
νµ

− 4E3
νµ
)dEνµ

, (4)

where mµ is the mass of the muon. The energy of the
neutrinos range up to ∼ 52 MeV, which results in typical
nuclear recoil energies on the order of tens of keV to
100 keV. The momentum transfer associated with these
energies runs up to ∼ 100 MeV.

3

To calculate the number of scattering events as a func-
tion of recoil energy, we fold the neutrino spectra with
the cross section:

dN

dT
(T ) = NtC

∫ mµ/2

Emin(T )
f(E)

dσ

dT
(E, T )dE , (5)

where Nt is the number of targets in the detector, C
is the flux of neutrinos of a given flavor arriving at the
detector, the normalized energy spectra f(E) includes
all three types of neutrino produced in pion decay, and
Emin(T ) = 1

2 (T +
√
T 2 + 2TM) is the minimum energy

a neutrino must have to cause a nuclear recoil at energy
T . The upper bound of mµ/2 is the maximum energy for
a neutrino produced from muon decay at rest.

B. Form-factor expansion
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FIG. 1. (Color online.) The factor F (Q2) for 40Ar predicted
by the Skyrme functional SkM∗ (solid black curve), and trun-
cations of the expanded form factor at various orders ofQ: Q0

(dashed blue curve), Q2 (dashed red curve), Q4 (solid green
curve). Terminating the expansion at Q4 (with coefficient
1
5!
〈R4

n〉) gives good agreement with the full form factor over
the range of Q2 relevant for the scattering of neutrinos from
stopped pion beams.

Since the form factor is included in the calculation of
the number of events, nuclei with different density distri-
butions will produce different recoil-energy distributions.
The recoil distributions therefore provide a good test for
models that predict the density. We can increase the use-
fulness of the recoil distribution by expanding the form
factor in Q. The dominant neutron piece can be repre-
sented as

Fn(Q
2) ≈

∫

ρn(r)

(

1−
Q2

3!
r2 +

Q4

5!
r4 −

Q6

7!
r6 + · · ·

)

r2dr

≈ N

(

1−
Q2

3!
〈R2

n〉+
Q4

5!
〈R4

n〉 −
Q6

7!
〈R6

n〉+ · · ·
)

,(6)

with

〈Rk
n〉 =

∫

ρnr
kd3r

∫

ρnd
3r

. (7)

Written this way, the form factor is a sum of the even
moments of the neutron density distribution. These mo-
ments are straightforward to calculate from the density,
and represent physically relevant and measurable quan-
tities. Since the neutrinos we consider have relatively
low energy, we can truncate the expansion after just two
terms for lighter nuclei such as argon and germanium,
and three terms for heavier nuclei like xenon. As an il-
lustration, we show in Fig. 1 the theoretical neutron form
factor predicted by the Skyrme functional SkM∗ [19] for
40Ar. Including moments up to 〈R4

n〉 is sufficient to re-
produce the full form factor curve over the relevant range
of Q values. In other words, we can fit experimental scat-
tering data in 40Ar with just two parameters, 〈R2

n〉 and
〈R4

n〉.
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FIG. 2. (Color online.) Top: Event rates in 40Ar as a func-
tion of recoil energy, with two different RMS neutron radii.
The red (solid) curve represents predictions of the Skyrme
functional SkM∗, while the blue (dotted) curve represents the
same for an RMS radius made 10% larger, as described in
the text. The flux at the detector is taken to be 3 × 107

neutrinos/cm2/sec per flavor. Bottom: The difference be-
tween the two curves on top.

Fig. 2 shows the effects on event rates in 40Ar of chang-
ing a single important measure of the density distribu-
tion, the root-mean-square (RMS) neutron radius 〈R2

n〉
1

2 .
We produced the figure as follows: First, we calculated
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atomic parity violation [30,31], SLAC E158 [32] and
NuTeV [33], which have better than percent-level uncer-
tainties. One would need to significantly improve the sys-
tematic uncertainty on the absolute rate (perhaps by
normalizing with a well-known rate) for coherent elastic
!A scattering in order to make a useful measurement of the
weak mixing angle. More promising would be a search for
nonstandard interactions of neutrinos with nuclei, as de-
scribed in the following subsection.

B. Nonstandard interactions of neutrinos

Existing precision measurements of the weak mixing
angle at low Q do not constrain new physics which is
specific to neutrino-nucleon interactions.

Here a model-independent parametrization of nonstan-
dard contributions to the cross section is used, following
Refs. [34,35]. In this description, one assumes an effective
Lagrangian for the interaction of a neutrino with a hadron:

LNSI
!H !"GF!!!

2
p

X
q!u;d

";#!e;$;%

# !!"&$$1"&5%!#&$"qL"## !q&$$1"&5%q&

'"qR"## !q&$$1'&5%q&%: (3)

The " parameters describe either ‘‘nonuniversal’’ (" ! #)
or flavor-changing (" ! #) interactions.

As in Ref. [34], nuclei with total spin zero, and for which
the sum of proton spins and the sum of neutron spins is also
zero, are considered; in this case we have sensitivity to
vector couplings, "qV"# ! "qL"# ' "qR"#. The cross section for
coherent NC elastic scattering of neutrinos of flavor " off
such a spin-zero nucleus is given by

"
d'
dE

#

!"A
! G2

FM
(

F2$2ME%
$
1"ME

2k2

%&
#Z$gpV ' 2"uV""

' "dV""% ' N$gnV ' "uV"" ' 2"dV""%&2

'
X

"!#

#Z$2"uV"# ' "dV"#% ' N$"uV"# ' 2"dV"#%&2
'
;

(4)

where Z is the number of protons in the nucleus, N is the
number of neutrons, and gpV ! $12 " 2 sin2)W%, gnV ! " 1

2
are the SM weak constants.

A stopped-pion neutrino source such as that at the SNS
contains !$, !!$, and !e. A coherent elastic !A scattering
experiment employing such a source would therefore have
sensitivity to all but "%% couplings.

Existing constraints on the values of "P"# (P ! L;R) are
summarized in Ref. [35]. Table I selects those relevant for
interactions of electron and muon flavor neutrinos with
quarks. New constraints from existing and future atmos-
pheric, beam and solar neutrino experiments are explored
in Refs. [36,37].

From this table, one can see that of these parameters, "ee
and "e% are quite poorly constrained: values of order unity
are allowed. j"$#j couplings are, however, constrained to
better than 0.05. Given this situation, the focus here is on
"ee and "e% couplings [38]. These would be accessible
using the electron flavor component of the source. The
fact that no oscillations take place (i.e. that the standard
three-flavor model of neutrino mixing holds, and that the
baseline is too short for significant flavor transition) is also
assumed.

The signature of NSI is a deviation from the expected
cross section. The following show a few examples of two-
dimensional slices of regions in ""# parameter space that
would be allowed if one measured exactly the SM
expectation.

Figure 7 shows 90% C.L. allowed regions one would
draw for "uVee , "dVee , if the rate predicted by the SM were
measured for the delayed flux (which contains !e), assum-
ing that the "$# parameters are negligible, and for "qVe% !
0, for 100 kg=yr of running of a neon detector at 20 m from
the source. A 10 keV threshold is assumed. This calcula-
tion considers only the total delayed (!e ' !!$) flux rate
[39]. The regions corresponding to assumptions of 5% and
10% systematic error in addition to statistical error, and for
statistical error alone are shown [40]. As before, a perfectly
efficient, background-free detector is assumed.

Note that in Eq. (4), even in the presence of nonuniversal
NSI, one can obtain rates identical to the SM prediction in
the case that

Z$gpV ' 2"uVee ' "dVee % ' N$gnV ' "uVee ' 2"dVee %
! ($ZgpV ' NgnV%; (5)

so for

"uVee ! "$A' N%
$A' Z% "

dV
ee ;

TABLE I. Constraints on NSI parameters, from Ref. [35].

NSI parameter limit Source

"1< "uLee < 0:3 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
"0:4< "uRee < 0:7
"0:3< "dLee < 0:3 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
"0:6< "dRee < 0:5
j"uL$$j< 0:003 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
"0:008< "uR$$ < 0:003
j"dL$$j< 0:003 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
"0:008< "dR$$ < 0:015
j"uPe$j< 7:7) 10"4 $ ! e conversion on nuclei
j"dPe$j< 7:7) 10"4 $ ! e conversion on nuclei
j"uPe% j< 0:5 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
j"dPe% j< 0:5 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
j"uP$%j< 0:05 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
j"dP$%j< 0:05 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
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atomic parity violation [30,31], SLAC E158 [32] and
NuTeV [33], which have better than percent-level uncer-
tainties. One would need to significantly improve the sys-
tematic uncertainty on the absolute rate (perhaps by
normalizing with a well-known rate) for coherent elastic
!A scattering in order to make a useful measurement of the
weak mixing angle. More promising would be a search for
nonstandard interactions of neutrinos with nuclei, as de-
scribed in the following subsection.

B. Nonstandard interactions of neutrinos

Existing precision measurements of the weak mixing
angle at low Q do not constrain new physics which is
specific to neutrino-nucleon interactions.

Here a model-independent parametrization of nonstan-
dard contributions to the cross section is used, following
Refs. [34,35]. In this description, one assumes an effective
Lagrangian for the interaction of a neutrino with a hadron:

LNSI
!H !"GF!!!

2
p

X
q!u;d

";#!e;$;%

# !!"&$$1"&5%!#&$"qL"## !q&$$1"&5%q&

'"qR"## !q&$$1'&5%q&%: (3)

The " parameters describe either ‘‘nonuniversal’’ (" ! #)
or flavor-changing (" ! #) interactions.

As in Ref. [34], nuclei with total spin zero, and for which
the sum of proton spins and the sum of neutron spins is also
zero, are considered; in this case we have sensitivity to
vector couplings, "qV"# ! "qL"# ' "qR"#. The cross section for
coherent NC elastic scattering of neutrinos of flavor " off
such a spin-zero nucleus is given by

"
d'
dE

#

!"A
! G2

FM
(

F2$2ME%
$
1"ME

2k2

%&
#Z$gpV ' 2"uV""

' "dV""% ' N$gnV ' "uV"" ' 2"dV""%&2

'
X

"!#

#Z$2"uV"# ' "dV"#% ' N$"uV"# ' 2"dV"#%&2
'
;

(4)

where Z is the number of protons in the nucleus, N is the
number of neutrons, and gpV ! $12 " 2 sin2)W%, gnV ! " 1

2
are the SM weak constants.

A stopped-pion neutrino source such as that at the SNS
contains !$, !!$, and !e. A coherent elastic !A scattering
experiment employing such a source would therefore have
sensitivity to all but "%% couplings.

Existing constraints on the values of "P"# (P ! L;R) are
summarized in Ref. [35]. Table I selects those relevant for
interactions of electron and muon flavor neutrinos with
quarks. New constraints from existing and future atmos-
pheric, beam and solar neutrino experiments are explored
in Refs. [36,37].

From this table, one can see that of these parameters, "ee
and "e% are quite poorly constrained: values of order unity
are allowed. j"$#j couplings are, however, constrained to
better than 0.05. Given this situation, the focus here is on
"ee and "e% couplings [38]. These would be accessible
using the electron flavor component of the source. The
fact that no oscillations take place (i.e. that the standard
three-flavor model of neutrino mixing holds, and that the
baseline is too short for significant flavor transition) is also
assumed.

The signature of NSI is a deviation from the expected
cross section. The following show a few examples of two-
dimensional slices of regions in ""# parameter space that
would be allowed if one measured exactly the SM
expectation.

Figure 7 shows 90% C.L. allowed regions one would
draw for "uVee , "dVee , if the rate predicted by the SM were
measured for the delayed flux (which contains !e), assum-
ing that the "$# parameters are negligible, and for "qVe% !
0, for 100 kg=yr of running of a neon detector at 20 m from
the source. A 10 keV threshold is assumed. This calcula-
tion considers only the total delayed (!e ' !!$) flux rate
[39]. The regions corresponding to assumptions of 5% and
10% systematic error in addition to statistical error, and for
statistical error alone are shown [40]. As before, a perfectly
efficient, background-free detector is assumed.

Note that in Eq. (4), even in the presence of nonuniversal
NSI, one can obtain rates identical to the SM prediction in
the case that

Z$gpV ' 2"uVee ' "dVee % ' N$gnV ' "uVee ' 2"dVee %
! ($ZgpV ' NgnV%; (5)

so for

"uVee ! "$A' N%
$A' Z% "

dV
ee ;

TABLE I. Constraints on NSI parameters, from Ref. [35].

NSI parameter limit Source

"1< "uLee < 0:3 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
"0:4< "uRee < 0:7
"0:3< "dLee < 0:3 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
"0:6< "dRee < 0:5
j"uL$$j< 0:003 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
"0:008< "uR$$ < 0:003
j"dL$$j< 0:003 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
"0:008< "dR$$ < 0:015
j"uPe$j< 7:7) 10"4 $ ! e conversion on nuclei
j"dPe$j< 7:7) 10"4 $ ! e conversion on nuclei
j"uPe% j< 0:5 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
j"dPe% j< 0:5 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
j"uP$%j< 0:05 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
j"dP$%j< 0:05 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
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atomic parity violation [30,31], SLAC E158 [32] and
NuTeV [33], which have better than percent-level uncer-
tainties. One would need to significantly improve the sys-
tematic uncertainty on the absolute rate (perhaps by
normalizing with a well-known rate) for coherent elastic
!A scattering in order to make a useful measurement of the
weak mixing angle. More promising would be a search for
nonstandard interactions of neutrinos with nuclei, as de-
scribed in the following subsection.

B. Nonstandard interactions of neutrinos

Existing precision measurements of the weak mixing
angle at low Q do not constrain new physics which is
specific to neutrino-nucleon interactions.

Here a model-independent parametrization of nonstan-
dard contributions to the cross section is used, following
Refs. [34,35]. In this description, one assumes an effective
Lagrangian for the interaction of a neutrino with a hadron:

LNSI
!H !"GF!!!

2
p

X
q!u;d

";#!e;$;%

# !!"&$$1"&5%!#&$"qL"## !q&$$1"&5%q&

'"qR"## !q&$$1'&5%q&%: (3)

The " parameters describe either ‘‘nonuniversal’’ (" ! #)
or flavor-changing (" ! #) interactions.

As in Ref. [34], nuclei with total spin zero, and for which
the sum of proton spins and the sum of neutron spins is also
zero, are considered; in this case we have sensitivity to
vector couplings, "qV"# ! "qL"# ' "qR"#. The cross section for
coherent NC elastic scattering of neutrinos of flavor " off
such a spin-zero nucleus is given by

"
d'
dE

#

!"A
! G2

FM
(

F2$2ME%
$
1"ME

2k2

%&
#Z$gpV ' 2"uV""

' "dV""% ' N$gnV ' "uV"" ' 2"dV""%&2

'
X

"!#

#Z$2"uV"# ' "dV"#% ' N$"uV"# ' 2"dV"#%&2
'
;

(4)

where Z is the number of protons in the nucleus, N is the
number of neutrons, and gpV ! $12 " 2 sin2)W%, gnV ! " 1

2
are the SM weak constants.

A stopped-pion neutrino source such as that at the SNS
contains !$, !!$, and !e. A coherent elastic !A scattering
experiment employing such a source would therefore have
sensitivity to all but "%% couplings.

Existing constraints on the values of "P"# (P ! L;R) are
summarized in Ref. [35]. Table I selects those relevant for
interactions of electron and muon flavor neutrinos with
quarks. New constraints from existing and future atmos-
pheric, beam and solar neutrino experiments are explored
in Refs. [36,37].

From this table, one can see that of these parameters, "ee
and "e% are quite poorly constrained: values of order unity
are allowed. j"$#j couplings are, however, constrained to
better than 0.05. Given this situation, the focus here is on
"ee and "e% couplings [38]. These would be accessible
using the electron flavor component of the source. The
fact that no oscillations take place (i.e. that the standard
three-flavor model of neutrino mixing holds, and that the
baseline is too short for significant flavor transition) is also
assumed.

The signature of NSI is a deviation from the expected
cross section. The following show a few examples of two-
dimensional slices of regions in ""# parameter space that
would be allowed if one measured exactly the SM
expectation.

Figure 7 shows 90% C.L. allowed regions one would
draw for "uVee , "dVee , if the rate predicted by the SM were
measured for the delayed flux (which contains !e), assum-
ing that the "$# parameters are negligible, and for "qVe% !
0, for 100 kg=yr of running of a neon detector at 20 m from
the source. A 10 keV threshold is assumed. This calcula-
tion considers only the total delayed (!e ' !!$) flux rate
[39]. The regions corresponding to assumptions of 5% and
10% systematic error in addition to statistical error, and for
statistical error alone are shown [40]. As before, a perfectly
efficient, background-free detector is assumed.

Note that in Eq. (4), even in the presence of nonuniversal
NSI, one can obtain rates identical to the SM prediction in
the case that

Z$gpV ' 2"uVee ' "dVee % ' N$gnV ' "uVee ' 2"dVee %
! ($ZgpV ' NgnV%; (5)

so for

"uVee ! "$A' N%
$A' Z% "

dV
ee ;

TABLE I. Constraints on NSI parameters, from Ref. [35].

NSI parameter limit Source

"1< "uLee < 0:3 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
"0:4< "uRee < 0:7
"0:3< "dLee < 0:3 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
"0:6< "dRee < 0:5
j"uL$$j< 0:003 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
"0:008< "uR$$ < 0:003
j"dL$$j< 0:003 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
"0:008< "dR$$ < 0:015
j"uPe$j< 7:7) 10"4 $ ! e conversion on nuclei
j"dPe$j< 7:7) 10"4 $ ! e conversion on nuclei
j"uPe% j< 0:5 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
j"dPe% j< 0:5 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
j"uP$%j< 0:05 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
j"dP$%j< 0:05 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
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atomic parity violation [30,31], SLAC E158 [32] and
NuTeV [33], which have better than percent-level uncer-
tainties. One would need to significantly improve the sys-
tematic uncertainty on the absolute rate (perhaps by
normalizing with a well-known rate) for coherent elastic
!A scattering in order to make a useful measurement of the
weak mixing angle. More promising would be a search for
nonstandard interactions of neutrinos with nuclei, as de-
scribed in the following subsection.

B. Nonstandard interactions of neutrinos

Existing precision measurements of the weak mixing
angle at low Q do not constrain new physics which is
specific to neutrino-nucleon interactions.

Here a model-independent parametrization of nonstan-
dard contributions to the cross section is used, following
Refs. [34,35]. In this description, one assumes an effective
Lagrangian for the interaction of a neutrino with a hadron:
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# !!"&$$1"&5%!#&$"qL"## !q&$$1"&5%q&

'"qR"## !q&$$1'&5%q&%: (3)

The " parameters describe either ‘‘nonuniversal’’ (" ! #)
or flavor-changing (" ! #) interactions.

As in Ref. [34], nuclei with total spin zero, and for which
the sum of proton spins and the sum of neutron spins is also
zero, are considered; in this case we have sensitivity to
vector couplings, "qV"# ! "qL"# ' "qR"#. The cross section for
coherent NC elastic scattering of neutrinos of flavor " off
such a spin-zero nucleus is given by
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(4)

where Z is the number of protons in the nucleus, N is the
number of neutrons, and gpV ! $12 " 2 sin2)W%, gnV ! " 1

2
are the SM weak constants.

A stopped-pion neutrino source such as that at the SNS
contains !$, !!$, and !e. A coherent elastic !A scattering
experiment employing such a source would therefore have
sensitivity to all but "%% couplings.

Existing constraints on the values of "P"# (P ! L;R) are
summarized in Ref. [35]. Table I selects those relevant for
interactions of electron and muon flavor neutrinos with
quarks. New constraints from existing and future atmos-
pheric, beam and solar neutrino experiments are explored
in Refs. [36,37].

From this table, one can see that of these parameters, "ee
and "e% are quite poorly constrained: values of order unity
are allowed. j"$#j couplings are, however, constrained to
better than 0.05. Given this situation, the focus here is on
"ee and "e% couplings [38]. These would be accessible
using the electron flavor component of the source. The
fact that no oscillations take place (i.e. that the standard
three-flavor model of neutrino mixing holds, and that the
baseline is too short for significant flavor transition) is also
assumed.

The signature of NSI is a deviation from the expected
cross section. The following show a few examples of two-
dimensional slices of regions in ""# parameter space that
would be allowed if one measured exactly the SM
expectation.

Figure 7 shows 90% C.L. allowed regions one would
draw for "uVee , "dVee , if the rate predicted by the SM were
measured for the delayed flux (which contains !e), assum-
ing that the "$# parameters are negligible, and for "qVe% !
0, for 100 kg=yr of running of a neon detector at 20 m from
the source. A 10 keV threshold is assumed. This calcula-
tion considers only the total delayed (!e ' !!$) flux rate
[39]. The regions corresponding to assumptions of 5% and
10% systematic error in addition to statistical error, and for
statistical error alone are shown [40]. As before, a perfectly
efficient, background-free detector is assumed.

Note that in Eq. (4), even in the presence of nonuniversal
NSI, one can obtain rates identical to the SM prediction in
the case that

Z$gpV ' 2"uVee ' "dVee % ' N$gnV ' "uVee ' 2"dVee %
! ($ZgpV ' NgnV%; (5)

so for

"uVee ! "$A' N%
$A' Z% "

dV
ee ;

TABLE I. Constraints on NSI parameters, from Ref. [35].

NSI parameter limit Source

"1< "uLee < 0:3 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
"0:4< "uRee < 0:7
"0:3< "dLee < 0:3 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
"0:6< "dRee < 0:5
j"uL$$j< 0:003 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
"0:008< "uR$$ < 0:003
j"dL$$j< 0:003 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
"0:008< "dR$$ < 0:015
j"uPe$j< 7:7) 10"4 $ ! e conversion on nuclei
j"dPe$j< 7:7) 10"4 $ ! e conversion on nuclei
j"uPe% j< 0:5 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
j"dPe% j< 0:5 CHARM !eN, !!eN scattering
j"uP$%j< 0:05 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
j"dP$%j< 0:05 NuTeV !N, !!N scattering
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and

"uVee ! "#A$ N%
#A$ Z% "

dV
ee " 2#ZgpV $ NgnV%

A$ Z
:

For this reason, allowed regions of Fig. 7 appear as linear
bands in "uVee , "dVee parameter space. A measurement em-
ploying more than one element can then place more strin-
gent constraints on the couplings; the more the
#A$ N%=#A$ Z% ratio differs between the two targets,
the better.

Figure 8 shows the same regions for 100 kg=yr each of
132Xe and 20Ne, where the black ellipses represent the 90%
allowed region from the combination of the measurements.
These regions are superposed on the allowed region from
high-energy !e scattering on nucleons derived from
CHARM experiment results [41] in Ref. [35], for the
case that the axial parameters "qAee ! "qLee " "qRee are zero.

Figure 9 shows similar 90% allowed regions for a slice
of "dVee , "dVe" parameter space, for "uVee ! "uVe" ! 0 (note that
d-quark NSI may be especially interesting; see e.g. [42]).
In this case the allowed parameters correspond to regions
between two ellipses. Figure 9 shows regions for a 20Ne
detector (with the same assumptions as above). Figure 10
shows the result for 132Xe as well, and the black ellipses
contain the region allowed by the combined measurements
(for this case, only a small improvement is afforded by
measurements with multiple targets).

Figure 11 compares the neutrino-nucleus scattering sen-
sitivity to allowed NSI parameters derived based on a lack

FIG. 8 (color online). Allowed regions at 90% C.L. for "uVee
and "dVee , for 100 =yr each of 20Ne and 132Xe (steeper slope band)
at the SNS, assuming 10% systematic uncertainty, plus statistical
uncertainty. The thin black ellipses correspond to a combined
Ne/Xe measurement. The shaded elliptical region corresponds to
a slice of the CHARM experiment’s allowed NSI parameter
space, for "qAee ! 0.

FIG. 9 (color online). Allowed region at 90% C.L. for "dVee and
"dVe" , for 100 kg=yr of 20Ne at the SNS. The shaded region
between the outer and inner ellipses corresponds to an assumed
systematic uncertainty of 10% in addition to statistical uncer-
tainty; the next largest region corresponds to an assumed system-
atic uncertainty of 5%, and the inner region corresponds to
statistical uncertainty only.

FIG. 7 (color online). Allowed region at 90% C.L. for "uVee and
"dVee , for 100 kg=yr of 20Ne at the SNS. The outer region
corresponds to an assumed systematic uncertainty of 10% in
addition to statistical uncertainty; the middle region corresponds
to an assumed systematic uncertainty of 5%, and the inner region
corresponds to statistical uncertainty only.
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εee constraints in Ne & Xe  

100 kg / yr,  
20 m from SNS 



3-body decay: range of energies 
   between 0 and mµ/2 
   DELAYED (2.2 µs) 

2-body decay: monochromatic 29.9 MeV !µ"
                     PROMPT 

~0.13 per flavor 
   per proton 

Expected neutrino spectrum 

Neutrino flux: few times 107 /s/cm2 at 20 m 

F. Avignone and Y. Efremenko, J. Phys. G: 29 (2003) 2615-2628 

Accelerator Neutrino Sources 
•  Few GeV protons on target 

produces π+ 

•  Prototypical source is SNS 

•  SNS flux at 20 m 

ΦSNS = 1×107 s-1 cm-2 

•  Other alternatives? 

11 R.L. Cooper 

Avignone & Efremenko, J Phys G 29 (2003), 2615-2628 

π+ → µ+ + νµ

µ+ → e+ + ν̄µ + νe

SNS Stopped Pion Energy Spectrum 



Accelerator Neutrino Sources 
•  Few GeV protons on target 

produces π+ 

•  Prototypical source is SNS 

•  SNS flux at 20 m 

ΦSNS = 1×107 s-1 cm-2 

•  Other alternatives? 
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π+ → µ+ + νµ

µ+ → e+ + ν̄µ + νe
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Yoo

Pion Decay in Flight Source 
•  FNAL BNB is a pion decay 

in-flight source (8 GeV p+) 

•  On-axis multi-GeV neutrinos 

•  Far off-axis spectrum is 
much softer and narrower 

•  BNB flux at 20 m, cos θ < 0.5 

ΦBNB = 5×105 s-1 cm-2 

13 R.L. Cooper 

J. Yoo & S. Brice, Booster Neutrino Beam Monte Carlo 

Angle Off-Axis Neutrino Rate 



Pion Decay in Flight Source 
•  FNAL BNB is a pion decay 

in-flight source (8 GeV p+) 

•  On-axis multi-GeV neutrinos 

•  Far off-axis spectrum is 
much softer and narrower 

•  BNB flux at 20 m, cos θ < 0.5 

ΦBNB = 5×105 s-1 cm-2 

14 R.L. Cooper 

Beam MC Configuration
! Use standard Booster Beam MC 

- release stopping pion cuts in the original MC
! 8 GeV, 5Hz 5x1012 Protons on Beryllium target

- 32 kW max power 
! 173 kA horn current neutrino mode
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Detection of Coherent Scattering 
•  Pick a dark matter technology 

•  PPC high purity Ge 

•  CsI[Na] inorganic scintillators 

•  Dual phase LXe 

•  Single phase LAr & LNe 

15 R.L. Cooper 

which is not realistic. Detection efficiencies for many low-
threshold detector types (see Sec. I) can be reasonably
high, but can depend on background levels. Backgrounds
will include beam-related neutrons, cosmogenics, radioac-
tivity and instrumental background, as well as other CC
and NC neutrino reactions; these will need to be evaluated

for a specific detector’s rejection capabilities and location.
Backgrounds are not obviously overwhelming, especially
given that the pulsed structure of the beam such as that at
the SNS leads to a powerful rejection factor ( ! 4" 10#4)
against steady-state backgrounds. It is not really clear at
this point whether beam-related backgrounds will be worse
for prompt or delayed neutrinos; it will depend on shield-
ing and detector location. Therefore the contributions from
prompt and delayed fluxes are given separately.

III. PHYSICS POTENTIAL

The neutrino-nucleus coherent elastic scattering cross
section is cleanly predicted by the standard model (SM);
form factors can be known to better than 5%, and radiative
corrections are known at the percent level [27]. Any mea-
sured deviations from prediction would be interesting [28].
In the context of the SM, the weak mixing angle is related
to the absolute scattering rate. One can also constrain
nonstandard interactions (NSI) of neutrinos and nucleons.
Also, a nonzero neutrino magnetic moment will modify the
cross section at low energies. There are further reasons to
measure coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering: neutrino-
nucleus scattering processes are important in supernova
physics [1], as well as being useful themselves for super-
nova neutrino detection [3]. Because they are flavor blind,
NC processes allow the measurement of a total neutrino
flux, which can be compared to independently measured
CC interactions. Therefore one can obtain limits on neu-
trino oscillation, and, in particular, on oscillations to sterile
neutrinos [29]. Finally, it has even been proposed to exploit
the large cross sections of neutrino-nucleus scattering for
practical neutrino detectors, e.g. reactor monitoring [5,6].

This section will discuss the various ways of probing
new physics with a coherent elastic scattering experiment.
At this stage, the experimental systematic uncertainty on
the absolute rate is not known. It will depend on the
specific detector type and configuration, backgrounds,
and source uncertainties. However a total systematic un-
certainty of !10% (including nuclear, beam and detector-
related uncertainties), while perhaps optimistic, may well
be achievable. Systematic uncertainties will likely domi-
nate at the few tens of a kilogram scale or greater.

A. Weak mixing angle

The SM predicts a coherent elastic scattering rate pro-
portional to Q2

w, the weak charge given by Qw $ N # %1#
4 sin2!W&Z, where Z is the number of protons, N is the
number of neutrons and !W is the weak mixing angle.
Therefore the weak mixing angle can be extracted from
the measured absolute cross section, at a typical Q value of
0:04 GeV=c2. A deviation from the SM prediction could
indicate new physics.

If the absolute cross section can be measured to 10%,
there will be an uncertainty on sin2!W of !5%. This is not
competitive with the current best measurements from
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FIG. 6 (color online). The number of interactions over the
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panel: prompt "#, top panel: sum of delayed "e and !"#).
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Detection of Coherent Scattering 
•  Pick a dark matter technology 

•  PPC high purity Ge 

•  CsI[Na] inorganic scintillators 

•  Dual phase LXe 

•  Single phase LAr & LNe 

16 R.L. Cooper 

Red-1 and Red-100 



Detection of Coherent Scattering 
•  Pick a dark matter technology 

•  PPC high purity Ge 

•  CsI[Na] inorganic scintillators 

•  Dual phase LXe 

•  Single phase LAr & LNe 

17 R.L. Cooper 

PSD from S1 & S2 Signals  



Detection of Coherent Scattering 
•  Pick a dark matter technology 

•  PPC high purity Ge 

•  CsI[Na] inorganic scintillators 

•  Dual phase LXe 

•  Single phase LAr & LNe 

18 R.L. Cooper 

CLEAR Proposal & FNAL Effort 

Expect 200 events ton-1 year-1 
20 m from BNB at 32 kW and 

30 keV threshold 



Detection of Coherent Scattering 
•  Pick a dark matter technology 

•  PPC high purity Ge 

•  CsI[Na] inorganic scintillators 

•  Dual phase LXe 

•  Single phase LAr & LNe 
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Scintillation PSD Possible 



Detection of Coherent Scattering 
•  Pick a dark matter technology 

•  PPC high purity Ge 

•  CsI[Na] inorganic scintillators 

•  Dual phase LXe 

•  Single phase LAr & LNe 

20 R.L. Cooper 

Scintillation PSD Possible 

Beam duty factor & 
PSD mitigates 39Ar 

contamination 



Typical Sources of Uncertainty 
•  Duty factor (~ 10-5) give total 

exposure ~ 300 s / year 
 cosmic background small 

•  Neutrino flux uncertainty  
~ 5-10%  improvements? 

•  Quenching & scintillation 
efficiency Leff uncertainties 

•  Beam correlated neutrons 
mimic neutrino signal  

21 R.L. Cooper 

LAr Nuclear Recoil Scintillation Efficiency 



Typical Sources of Uncertainty 
•  Duty factor (~ 10-5) give total 

exposure ~ 300 s / year 
 cosmic background small 

•  Neutrino flux uncertainty  
~ 5-10%  improvements? 

•  Quenching & scintillation 
efficiency Leff uncertainties 

•  Beam correlated neutrons 
mimic neutrino signal  
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Neutron Scatter on 40Ar 
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Emax
r =
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In-Beam Neutron Measurements 
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Phases of Coherent ν-A Experiments 

•  Detector technology exists, neutrinos sources exist, with neutron 
background mitigation experiments can operate near surface 

•  How can we engage your expertise? 

24 R.L. Cooper 

Phase Detector Scale Physics Goals Comments 
Phase 1 10-100 kg First Detection Precision flux not needed 

Phase 2 100 kg – 1 ton SM tests, NSI searches Becoming systematically 
limited 

Phase 3 1 ton – multi-ton Neutron structure, 
neutrino magnetic 
moment 

Systems control a 
dominant issue; multiple 
targets useful 

Table from K. Scholberg at Coherent NCvAs mini-workshop at FNAL 



PINCH HITTERS (BACKUPS) 

25 R.L. Cooper 



Physics Cases for CENNS 

Study CC and NC interactions with various  
nuclei, in few to 10’s of MeV range 

1. Understanding of core-collapse SN processes, 
            nucleosynthesis 
2. Understanding of SN ! detection processes 

 Supernova neutrino spectrum overlaps  
     very nicely with stopped ! neutrino spectrum  

26 R.L. Cooper 

Supernova energy 
spectrum similar to 
stopped pions 

K. Scholberg at Coherent NCvAs mini-workshop at FNAL 
See also Horowitz, Coakley, McKinsey Phys Rev D 68 (2003) 
                           023005, astro-ph/0302071 

•  Never been observed! 

•  SM tests: measure sin2θW 

•  Form factors 

•  Supernova physics 

•  Non-standard Interactions 

•  Irreducible dark matter 
background 



Neutrino Energy [MeV]
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Yoo

Physics Cases for CENNS 

27 R.L. Cooper 

J. Yoo at Coherent NCvAS mini-workshop at FNAL 

Solar, Atmosphere, and SN Neutrinos •  Never been observed! 

•  SM tests: measure sin2θW 

•  Form factors 

•  Supernova physics 

•  Non-standard Interactions 

•  Irreducible dark matter 
background 



Physics Cases for CENNS 
•  Never been observed! 

•  SM tests: measure sin2θW 

•  Form factors 

•  Supernova physics 

•  Non-standard Interactions 

•  Irreducible dark matter 
background 

Dark Matter Search 
Energy window

Assumes only
elastic NC
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Sensitivity of dark matter detectors will 
be saturated out by irreducible neutrino 
backgrounds 

CENNS by atmospheric neutrino

• Coherent scattering of atmospheric neutrino is 
an irreducible background in future O(10 ton) 
scale dark matter experiments  (see Strigari, 
arXiv:0903.3630)

• What about the inelastic interaction tail by high 
energy neutrinos?

Yoo

28 R.L. Cooper 

J. Yoo at Coherent NCvAS mini-workshop at FNAL 

Dark Matter Sensitivity 



Reactor Neutrino Sources 
•  Reactors give very high flux 

•  Single      neutrino flavor 
•  Low energy forces detector 

thresholds < 10 keV 
•  Steady state running and 

backgrounds 
•  Reactor off for backgrounds 
•  Reactor monitoring 

applications 

29 R.L. Cooper 
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FIG. 3. The ratio, R, of the number of events seen, to the
number of events expected if there were no oscillations. The
error bars are statistical.
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Murayama & Pierce, Phys Rev D 65 (2002), 
                                 013012, hep-ph/0012075 

Φν̄ � 1020 s−1

⇒ 1012 s−1 cm−2 at 20 m 
ν̄e



Detection of Coherent Scattering 
•  Pick a dark matter technology 

•  PPC high purity Ge 

•  CsI[Na] inorganic scintillators 

•  Dual phase LXe 

•  Single phase LAr & LNe 

30 R.L. Cooper 

Majorana PPC Ge Detector 

sub-keV 
thresholds 

PPC allows multi-
scattering site 
discrimination 



Detection of Coherent Scattering 
•  Pick a dark matter technology 

•  PPC high purity Ge 

•  CsI[Na] inorganic scintillators 

•  Dual phase LXe 

•  Single phase LAr & LNe 
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FNAL 1-ton LAr Detector 

Yoo
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Background Rejection in Signal 
•  Beam duty factor ~ 10-5 

•  Total exposure 300 s / year 

•  PSD can reject 39Ar betas 
and gamma backgrounds 

•  Require beam-correlated 
neutrons < 10 year-1 ton-1  

•  SciBath deployed to 
measure this rate  [keV]RecoilE
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! 20m from the target (ϕ≅5x105 "/cm2/s)

! Steady state background rejection factor ~10-5  (Total exposure: ~300 sec/year)

! Expected event rate in a single-phase 1-ton LAr detector: ~200evt/year (Eth> 30 keV @32kW)

! Beam-induced neutron backgrounds ?

Yoo
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J. Yoo at Coherent NCvAS mini-workshop at FNAL 

Detection Rate [kev-1 ton-1 year-1] 



BNB Experiment Layout 
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